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Abstract

Anthropomorphization can be used as a tool by humans to reason about complex nonhuman phenomena, by ascribing agents with intelligence and goals that are similar to their own. Deep neural networks are complex structures, and we do not understand well how to optimize them. One way to deal with such complexity is to give complex parts of the network (such as the activation functions) goals and actions, even if these parts are unchanging in their behavior. This allows us to transform the problem of finding the parameters of deep neural networks into a game, and use the same approaches that we use for games to generate good parameters for a deep neural networks. This paper presents the results of (Schuurmans and Zinkevich 2016) to the game theory community.

Introduction

Consider a mathematical programming problem

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Minimize } & f(x) \\
\text{Subject to: } & g(x) \leq 0 \forall g \in G \\
& h(x) = 0 \forall h \in H
\end{align*} \]

for a given objective \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \) and finite sets \( G, H \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \). We know how to solve such problems if they are linear or convex; for example, for unconstrained minimization, simple strategies such as calculating the gradient, performing a line search in the negative gradient direction, and repeating, is well known to work under general conditions, even if it is not always efficient. More sophisticated strategies, such as Newton’s Method, or stochastic methods, such as stochastic gradient descent, Adagrad (Duchi, Hazan, and Singer 2011), SDCA (Shalev-Shwartz and Zhang 2013), etcetera, can do significantly better. However, all of these algorithms share a particular property: they converge in the limit to the correct answer.

When the objective is nonconvex, it is very difficult to guarantee convergence to a global minimum. Many algorithms (such as Adagrad (Duchi, Hazan, and Singer 2011)) used in training deep networks were developed to solve convex optimization problems. However, training a deep network is definitely not a convex optimization problem, so there are no guarantees that such algorithms will converge to a local minimum, let alone a global minimum. However, this assumption provides a way to generate reasonable algorithms for the problem. This is similar to how people optimize support vector machines (Boser, Guyon, and Vapnik 1992; Cortes and Vapnik 1995). For support vector machines, there are examples \( x_1 \ldots x_T \in \mathbb{R}^n \), and labels \( y_1 \ldots y_T \in \{-1, +1\} \), and we are trying to choose \( \theta \in \mathbb{R}^n \) to minimize:

\[ L(\theta) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} l(y_t, \theta \cdot x_t) \]

Theoretically, we want to define \( l(y, \hat{y}) \) to be a 0-1 margin loss, where \( l(y, \hat{y}) = I(\lambda - y\hat{y} > 0) \), where \( I(\text{true}) = 1 \) and \( I(\text{false}) = 0 \), i.e. to minimize the number of examples where the prediction has the wrong (or nearly the wrong) sign. In practice, we set \( l(y, \hat{y}) = \max(\lambda - y\hat{y}, 0) \) or some similar convex function. This assumption replaces an objective where theoretical guarantees hold on 0-1 loss on test data with objective that can be easily minimized via convex optimization. This has spurred amazing progress in the field of convex optimization, focused on this specific problem (Duchi et al. 2008; 2010; Shalev-Shwartz et al. 2011; Duchi, Hazan, and Singer 2011; Mukherjee et al. 2013; Zinkevich et al. 2010; Recht et al. 2011).

We believe that through deep learning and game theory, we can spur progress in the field of computational game theory, focused on trying to train deep networks.

Deep Neural Networks

Training a deep neural network consists of finding the parameters of the model that minimize loss. Unlike before, there is no simple assumption that can reduce this to a problem that can be reasoned about theoretically. At present, dropout (Srivastava et al. 2014), batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy 2015), gradient clipping (Pascual, Mikolov, and Bengio 2013), Adagrad (Duchi, Hazan, and Singer 2011), regularization, and constraints on weights are all applied. As a key point, there is often no separation between the problem being solved and the method to solve it: many of these techniques blend the problem and the solution.

Outside of neural networks, the most classic example of this is decision trees. Theoretically, a decision tree could represent any binary function on the inputs: the generalization
power comes from the weakness\footnote{Here, weakness refers to the ability of the algorithm to fit the training data perfectly. In machine learning, if you have perfectly fit the training data, you have likely “overfit”, and will not do as well on new training data as if you had only loosely fit the training data.} of the learning algorithm, instead of a weakness in the space of models to be learned. While this nuance is powerful, it makes it difficult to evolve new algorithms in a non-experimental framework.

In (Schuurmans and Zinkevich 2016), we introduced the concept of Deep Games, which formalizes the notion of what it means to think of a deep neural network as a linear or convex problem. In a deep game, one learns a parameterized model $M : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$. The structure can vary, but to be concrete, one can consider an example of a three layer, fully connected neural network with a $n_1 - n_2 - n_3$ structure (where $n_1 = n$ and $n_3 = 1$):

$$M(x) = \Theta_3^T \Theta_2 A_1 \Theta_1 \Theta_2 \Theta_3$$

(5)

where $\Theta_1, \Theta_2, \Theta_3$ are $R^{n_1 \times n_1}$, $A_1 : R^{n_1} \to R^{n_1}$ is the activation function $a : R \to R$ applied to a vector such that for all $x \in R^{n_1}$, $(A_1(x))_j = a(x_j)$.

The standard approach to minimizing loss over a parameterized neural network has been backpropagation, which is simply applying gradient descent or stochastic gradient descent to a nonconvex problem, we are anthropomorphizing the whole problem convex. In and of itself, there is a limited understanding of gradient descent on non-convex problems. In particular, one can argue that it converges to a local minimum, given it starts reasonably close to it (Lee et al. 2016), but such an analysis has not yet been applied any of the more recent innovations on learning deep networks.

What makes deep networks hard are the activation functions. If $a$ was an affine function, then we could find the optimal parameters by setting $\Theta_1$ and $\Theta_2$ to be the identity, and then tuning $\Theta_3$, effectively making the whole problem convex. Yet, when we take the gradient of $a$ at the current point, we are effectively assuming the activation function at each point is affine, but somehow changing over time in unpredictable ways. Basically, when we are applying odd variants of gradient descent to a nonconvex problem, we are anthropomorphizing parts of the loss function, considering their local behavior, but abandoning our ability to model their full behavior.

Anthropomorphizing Deep Learning

As shown in (Schuurmans and Zinkevich 2016), one can instead formalize the problem of training a deep neural network by thinking about agents. First, imagine that there is an affine function $Z$ of the input, such that it is a first-order approximation of the action that the zanni has is to choose an affine function. Second, imagine that the interaction of the protagonists choosing $\Theta_1, \Theta_2, \Theta_3$ is a $\Theta_1, \Theta_2, \Theta_3$ that are first-order approximations of the activations of the zanni.

The action that the zanni has is to choose an affine function $Z_1, Z_2, Z_3 \in \mathbb{R}^{n_1 \times n_1}$, and $d_{1,t}, d_{2,t}, d_{3,t} \in \mathbb{R}$, such that for all $t$, $Z_{1,t}(x) = Q_{1,t} x + d_{1,t}$. We can write $M_t$ as:

$$M_t(x_t) = Q_{3,t}(\Theta_3(Q_{2,t}(\Theta_2(Q_{1,t}(\Theta_1(x_t)) + d_{1,t}) + d_{2,t})) + d_{3,t}$$

(10)

Now, $M_t(x_t)$ is a linear function of $\Theta_1$ or $\Theta_2$ or $\Theta_3$. Our new utility function for the protagonists is:

$$u(\Theta_1, \Theta_2, \Theta_3, \{Q_{i,t}\}_{i,t}, \{d_{i,t}\}_{i,t}) = -\sum_{t=1}^m l(y_t, M_t(x_t))$$

(11)

Define $T_1(x) = \Theta_3 x$, $T_2(x) = \Theta_2 A_1(T_1(x))$, and $T_3(x) = \Theta_2 A_2(T_2(x))$. For $i \in \{1, 2, 3\}$, define $Q_{i,t}^* = \nabla A_i(v)|_{v = T_i(x_t)}$ and $d_{i,t}^* = A_i(T_i(x_t)) - Q_{i,t}^* T_i(x_t)$, such that $Q_{i,t}^* v + d_{i,t}^*$ is a first-order approximation of $A_i$ at $T_i(x_t)$.

Now, we define the utility of the $i$th protagonist as $-\sum_{t=1}^m (Q_{i,t} - Q_{i,t}^*)^2 + (d_{i,t}^* - d_{i,t})^2$. Thus, for all $i \in \{1, 2, 3\}$, the utility of Zanni $i$ is maximized when $Q_{i,t}^* = Q_{i,t}$ and $d_{i,t}^* = d_{i,t}$.
Thus, we do not force the zannis to chose these first-order approximations: we merely make it in their best interest. This anthropomorphization both allows us to reasonably expect the zanni agents to play these first-order approximations, however does not force the protagonists choosing the parameters to contemplate how the zannis would change their behavior if the protagonists behavior changed. Thus, at any point in time, when a protagonist chooses a set of parameters, she sees a simple relationship between her choice of parameters and her utility, if she assumes that all the other protagonists and the zannis are fixed. Thus, we are capable of calculating the best response for any protagonist given the other agents are fixed, and moreover, are capable of minimizing regret. Moreover, we can prove that local and global minima of the deep neural network problem are Nash equilibria of our game. Another treatment of these details is fully worked out and explained in (Schuurmans and Zinkevich 2016).

Benefits

Two abilities determine the value of a new way of looking at an old problem: its ability to produce new solutions, and its ability to reason about which solutions might be successful. Anthropomorphization, in general, can justify almost any physical system: for instance, imagining that the north wind has a mind can explain in hindsight any weather, but only meteorology can predict the weather. Thus, it is the mathematical relationship between minima (more specifically, KKT points) and Nash equilibria that makes this connection meaningful in our case. Also, practically, it is important to have a different view than the original problem, otherwise no additional creative stimulation is gained. For example, thinking solely about the individual layers as different agents does not simplify the problem enough to make it tractable.

An example where this view has spurred novel outcomes is the application of regret matching to training deep neural networks. In (Schuurmans and Zinkevich 2016), we provide multiple results that show how regret matching provides a viable, and often times advantageous training strategy for deep neural networks.

However, the model does not simply suggest any algorithm. For example, algorithms that deal with each layer separately but do not minimize regret, or an unconstrained variant of the problem with no limits on the weights or regularization are questionable in this environment.

Outlook

A final point about the perspective we are adopting in this work is an open question with regards to convergence: specifically, there is a well known result that internal regret minimizing algorithms converge to a correlated equilibrium in finite action games (Blum and Mansour 2007). Moreover, for some potential games, any correlated equilibrium is a mixture of pure strategy Nash equilibria (Neyman 1997). Now, there is a resemblance between the deep learning games and potential games: if you ignore the zannis, then the other agents all have the same equilibria.

Conjecture 1 Given a game with agents $P$ and agents $Z$, where agents $P$ all have the same utility and minimize internal regret, and agents $Z$ all play a unique best response every iteration, then is the limit of the joint action distribution a mixture of Nash equilibria?

Notice that one can actually unify all the zannis here into one agent, if that simplifies the analysis.

Such a result would be remarkable, as it would in one sweep prove convergence for an entire set of algorithms. It would not prove convergence to a global minimum, since this is an NP hard problem (Blum and Rivest 1992). However, what it would do is allow for a variety of algorithms that trade off the speed of choosing a strategy in a single iteration and the number of iterations required to reach a certain value of internal regret. A second question would revolve around standard external regret minimizing algorithms, and how they would act in this environment: would they too converge to a mixture of Nash equilibria?
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